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Svaram Musical Instrument Research Station has been working since
2003 in the field of ethno-musicological field and design research
with the focus on Indian folk and tribal instruments and has also
received a grant from the Ministry of Education
to set up and develop a pilot project for a new music pedagogy.

Through the worldwide dissemination of classical Indian Music over
the last decades the West is familiar with many of the classical
instruments like Sitar, Sarod, Santoor, Veena, Tampura, Bansuri
and Tabla (which are all highly developed instruments requiring
many years of rigorous training). But there is very little exposure
to the original and simple instruments of Indian folk culture.
As an outcome of the ongoing work we are able to present now
a selection of instruments and primal sound-makers which reflect
the living sound-scape of the Indian subcontinent. This offers an
new opportunity for music lovers, educationists and students
worldwide to get and share an immediate experience of
the Indian sound.
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Bells
Metall Idiophones have played an important part in Indian music since antiquity and there is an ancient
tradition of casting bell metals. Primarily they were used to mark time in cult and ritual, to heighten the
atmosphere in ceremonies and to enhance singing and dance performances.

Nandi Bell
This original form of a hand bell is cast in South India and is found here in almost
every household where children are waiting to ring it on daily occasions.

Thrilbu
Coming from the Himalayan region this hand bell excels through a bright
and pure sound, calling everyone’s attention. It is lighter and of different
material than its southern.

Thali
Simple brass plates are the ancestors of the gongs and were the original
temple bells. Struck with a wooden stick they have a clear straightforward
calling- and announcing sound and are also used in theatre and percussion
ensembles.

Cymbals
These specially crafted cymbals of Tibetan origin have a crystal-clear sound
of amazing sustain. The two halves are tuned finely apart to create
differential pulsations.
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Manjira
Theses small cymbals have a very light and subtle sound and are used
in devotional chanting.

Kanjam
Kanjam is the larger form of hand cymbals used to accompany
dance and music performances.

Camel Bells
These handmade bells are manufactured by tribal folk in Gujrat with a
special metal alloy giving a characteristic sound. They are used in fairs
and festivals and are also can be assembled into melodic groups.

Silambu
These hand-rattles of ancient origin are filled with metal balls and the
circular motion brings a unique sound and movement to the player.
They are used in a specific folk and ritualistic dance, but also loved by
playful youth.

Periya Salangai
The single round vessel bells are used in smaller groups of 5- 8 as
hand-jingles or in larger strings as waist band for dancing and acrobatics.

Kolattam ( Natya Salangai)
This is a traditional dance stick with smaller jingles and is
used also in pairs to strike and hold rhythm.
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Killi Killip
This very simple sistrum comes in pairs and is used widely by
all age groups in all forms of folk and devotional music, and is
presented here in a south Indian model and name.

Chipla
This multiple sistrum is held in two hands and allows a more intricate
play and according to size creates a rich background to any rhythmic play.

Salangai
Dancing bells, made of brass in the shape of a bud with a metal ball inside,
come in many different models. These ones are stringed and can be used in
a variety of ways on hands, feet or the waist.

Ankle Bells

Arranged in a neat way these ankle bells are essential to almost
all forms of Indian dance and stand symbolic for the ever
moving and vibrating nature of the universe.
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Drum and Percussion
There are hundreds of kinds of drums and percussion instruments found and used in Indian Music.
From shamanic rattles to over many centuries refined classical drums. We confine our selection here on
a small variety which offers an immediate approach and possible use for the western context and
student.

Khol
The Khol, considered the mystic prince of the Indian drums, is of
ancient origin and like many of the original drums made of clay
and double-faced. The uniqueness of its sound and accessibility
of technique (in contrast to many of the Indian classical drums
which need years of practice) make it a noble representative of
Indian rhythmic art.

Dholak
The Dholak represents the common type of Indian drum and is
found in many different forms all over the subcontinent. It offers
a simple approach and entry into the experience of left and right
coordination through playing with the one resonance of a
double-faced drum.

Udukkai
A small south Indian hand-drum played on one side while the holding
hand squeezes the tension cords, creating a similar effect to the African
speaking drum. In addition two nylon strings are stretched over the
resonating skin resulting in a peculiar buzzing effect.

Tappatai
Based on a traditional south Indian model of framedrum which is used in one
of the foremost and striking folk dances this new and improved design gives a
beautiful resonating skin and is tuneable through simple stringwork.
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Daff
The primal and simplest form of the big array of Indian frame drums,
on wooden shells with prepared skins, the Daff offers an entry into the
play and magic of framedrums.

Dhamaru
In the form of the original drum of the creative dance of Shiva, this small Dhamaru
is played through a rotating motion creating an intense rhythmic effect.

Kudukudupp
The small instrument carried by wandering ascetics and mendicants
is drawing the attention of the environment to the pulse behind
appearances.

Ghatam
The specially fabricated clay pot – hardened through the inclusion of
metal powders- has been used since ancient times as an instrument
in cult and ritual and has this last century also found an entry into
Carnatic classical music and onto the world stage. It offers a variety of
play with all parts of the hand and fingers and has a good grounding
effect.
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Drum and Percussion
Kekreng
The bamboo scraper belongs to an original family of
sound makers found over the globe, finding its possible
origin in a fire making implement. In India it appears in
early sculptures and cave paintings made of diverse
materials. The bamboo design belongs to the hill tribes
of Orissa and the Far Eastern states.

Tongteng
This form of the tongue drum has originated from the big slit
drums of the Nagas of Assam, which had been used as a
signaling devise. It is a very simple yet effective instrument in
any rhythmic group play.

Jhumra
Shakers represent one of the earliest forms of musical instruments
and this model is made by a special caste working with reed and
grass materials.

Palmyra Shaker
This shaker made from the southern Palm is unusually filled with
metal parts and has been used in energizing healing and dance
ceremonies.

Rain Rattle
The seed of this original rattle is found from a climber in
tropical rainforests in the Western Ghats and over the
world and the rattle was believed to bring the sound
and fall of rain into the dry plains.

Seed rattle
The subtle sound of this rattle is used in more intimate settings and
personal healing and storytelling. The seed used from a flowering
bush plays a part in romantic folklore.
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Strings
The range of string instruments in Indian Music covers the whole spectrum from primitive monochords
of the tribal communities to the most complex and elaborated lutes, zithers and bowed instruments
of the refined art music.
We limit our selection to examples of primal monochords which can introduce the western student
to the basic concepts of the accoustic functioning of strings while at the same time being easy and fun
to play.

Gopichand
This instrument used in devotional music and dance is a very effective demonstrator
of pitch variations through loosened and tensed string, through pressing and
releasing the forked frame. The resulting tonal play lightens the heart and deepens
the listening attention.

Ananda Lahari
This unique instrument of the Baul minstrels of Bengal is held under
the armpit with the same hand tightening and loosening the string
which is fastened on a membrane, while the other hand is plucking
the string. Skillfully played this can be a very expressive melody
instrument, but even for the student offers a range of playful
explorations.

Ektara
This primal form of a lute is mostly used as a
drone instrument in folk music, accompanying
the singing voice on any chosen pitch. It can be
useful in introducing the process of string
tuning and as a base for modal melodic play
and singing.
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Winds
As we are aware that in the basic Orff Instrumentarium there are no representatives of the wind
instruments and believing in the importance of breath awareness in any instrumental play, we are
including here some simple instruments found in the Indian context which would allow the student
to experiment with the basic principles of winds.

Udukuchi
This is a simple bird whistle with the moveable piston
varying the air column and resulting pitch. It invites to
free play and can create special delightful sound effects.

Shankh
The shell trumpet was always revered with special esteem and held sacred
as described in the eldest scriptures. Its penetrating sustained sound was
used as a heavenly announcer and challenges the player to focused
application and breath control.

Kombu
Primitive horns of diverse
materials are found all over India and this southern variant represents the original form of a metal
trumpet. Youths are usually fond of trying to work their lips in the correct way to accomplish and
feel the power of sound.

Shruti Bedi
This mechanical reed instrument stands as the fundamental drone
in most of Indian modal music learning. The sustained ‘sound carpet’
creates the base for collective tuning and musical improvisations.
The set up allows for a variety of tones and their combinations.
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Contact us

Visit us or write to us at the following address:
Svaram Musical Instruments and Research Station
(behind Ganesh Bakery)
Kottakarai, Auroville
Tamil Nadu-605111
India
Tel : 91-413-2622220 (Office)
91-413-2623807 (Fax)
Email: svaram@auroville.org.in

www.svaram.org
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